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2018 NBBQA Awards of Excellence WinnerIn The South's Best Butts, food writer and Southern
gentleman, Matt Moore, waves away clouds of smoke to give barbecue-lovers a sneak peek
into the kitchens and smokehouses of a handful of the Barbecue Belt's most revered
pitmasters. He uncovers their tried-and-true techniques gleaned over hours, days, and years
toiling by fire and spit, coaxing meltingly tender perfection from the humble pig—the foundation
of Southern BBQ. More than a book of recipes, Matt explores how the marriage of meat,
cooking method, and sauce varies from place to place based on history and culture, climate,
available ingredients and wood, and always the closely-guarded, passed-down secrets
followed like scripture. Because no meat plate is complete in the South without "all the fixin's"
to round out the meal, Matt cues up patron-sanctioned recipes from every establishment he
visits. One thing is for certain&hellip;this book will change the way you cook, smoke, grill, and
eat, but be warned: Your own butt may suffer in the process.

From the AuthorMatt Moore’ s work has garnered critical acclaim far and wide, from the BBC to
The New York Times. Moore’ s narrative style, hosting skills, and recipes have been featured in
The Wall Street Journal, Chicago Tribune, Southern Living, and Esquire, as well as on TODAY,
VH1, and FOX, among other outlets. His most recent book was A Southern Gentleman’s
Kitchen. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorMatt Moore’ s work has
garnered critical acclaim far and wide, from the BBC to The New York Times. Moore’ s
narrative style, hosting skills, and recipes have been featured in The Wall Street Journal,
Chicago Tribune, Southern Living, and Esquire, as well as on TODAY, VH1, and FOX, among
other outlets. His most recent book was A Southern Gentleman’s Kitchen. --This text refers to
the paperback edition.
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THE SOUTH’S BEST BUTTSPITMASTER SECRETS FOR SOUTHERN BARBECUE
PERFECTIONMATT MOOREAUTHOR OFA SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN’S
KITCHENCONTENTSINTRODUCTIONA SHORT HISTORY OF THE PIG IN AMERICAN
BBQPART 1FUEL = FLAVORPART 2SMOKEHOUSE STORIES AND RECIPESPART 3ALL
THE TRIMMINGSACKNOWLEDGMENTSMETRIC
EQUIVALENTSINTRODUCTIONOPINIONS ARE LIKE BUTTS—EVERYBODY HAS ONE.
THE SAME COULD BE SAID ABOUT BBQ. AFTER ALL, THERE ARE AS MANY TYPES OF
BBQ AS THERE ARE CHEFS. AND WHEN IT COMES TO GOOD ’CUE, EVERYBODY HAS
AN OPINION. THROUGHOUT THE BBQ BELT, AND AMERICA FOR THAT MATTER, YOU
WILL FIND COUNTLESS AND VARYING VIEWS, RECIPES, TECHNIQUES, AND TALL
TALES THAT ALL PLAY THEIR PART IN THE RELIGION THAT IS BBQ.Yes I said it, it's true.
Southern BBQ is its own religion. And to experience it is akin to hearing the Gospel for the first
time.Smoke, perfumed with burning hardwoods, hisses and puffs out of open pits or smokers
welded by hand. There’s the faint sound of a sizzle, from time to time, as the slowly cooked
meats gently self-baste, giving up their fatty goodness to flavor the fire. All the while, glowing
embers snap and hum as they steadily smolder, releasing their hard-earned flavor that softly
kisses the meat.And then, of course, there are the pitmasters— men and women alike who
serve as the grand conductors, or the preachers if you will, over the entire process. These folks
hold as many secrets and hard-earned knowledge as they do good story and charm. At their
basic level, pitmasters are perfectionists like no others—enduring years of trial and error to
perfect their craft, often spending their entire existence smelling of smoke and meat while
carefully drawing out the best of their ’cue during the hours when the rest of the world
sleeps.Creating BBQ is a humbling art—as it’s not uncommon for nearly half a day’s work to be
devoured in minutes, and, of course, judged to the nth degree by said patron. That being said,
no true pitmaster cooks seeking recognition from others. Instead, it is an inner desire, almost
primal, if you will, to persistently stand among the smoke and the flames to bring out the most
beautifully nuanced and delicious tastes beloved the world over. Like all things worthwhile in
life, mastering the art of BBQ is, well . . . it ain’t easy. One must constantly practice faith,
persistence, and patience. But let me tell you, the rewards can be heavenly.I’ve been eating
BBQ my entire life. More specifically, I’ll say that the consumption of slow-roasted pig in its
various forms is my favorite form of gluttony. I say that not with a sense of pride, rather it’s
simply a way of life down here. If you cook BBQ, we will come, whether it’s for a covered-dish
supper, neighborhood gathering, tailgate party, political rally, or a wedding—yes, it’s entirely
appropriate to serve BBQ at a wedding.Good ’cue never grows tiresome. In fact, I believe that
some of my happiest moments in life could all trace back to a soundtrack of BBQ in the
background—yes, even including my own wedding.That said, I must offer up my first, of many,
opinions. When it comes to BBQ, the pork butt reigns supreme in my book. Sure, I like a good
side of ribs, pulled chicken, brisket, chipped mutton, sausage, and whatever other protein hits
the smoke, but the pork butt is often my starting point for defining and enjoying good ’cue. It is
humble, affordable, and forgiving. It can also stretch to feed a crowd. At the same time, the cut
is extremely variable. After all, I’ve never come across a pork butt I didn’t like, each one
encompassing a different preparation, brine, rub, cooking technique, sauce, and method of
service. The pork butt is ubiquitous, a veritable cornerstone of BBQ. As such, I felt compelled
to travel throughout our fair South to visit and document the folks who pay homage to this cut—
one state and one butt at a time.So, I ask you to journey with me as we seek those men and



women who keep the flames alive. Whether out on the open road or via the friendly skies in a
’76 Piper Cherokee, I invite you to sit right seat as I provide a sneak peek into the kitchens,
smokehouses, and personalities of the BBQ Belt’s most enduring pitmasters—some known,
and some you’ll soon discover. We will explore the marriage of meat, preparation, method, and
sauce from state-to-state-to-state. I will showcase the honest stories and delicious results that
can result only from hours, days, and years spent coaxing meltingly tender perfection from the
humble pig. Of course, your bellies will soon be grumbling, so I’ll let you take the reins. I’ll
deliver the tried and true pork butt recipes I’ve managed to pry from these pitmasters, along
with the trimmings, that will change the way you cook, smoke, grill, and eat.Ready? Let’s crack
open a cold beer and get to work. I invite you to enjoy some of the South’s best butts.A SHORT
HISTORY OF THE PIG IN AMERICAN BBQTHE STORY OF BBQ IN THE ANTEBELLUM
SOUTH IS A BLEND OF HISTORY AND MYSTERY. THE TRUTH IS THAT A MYRIAD OF
INFLUENCE, INGREDIENTS, CULTURE, AND YES, EVEN TECHNOLOGY ALL HELPED TO
SPAWN AND SHAPE THE CRAFT.For the Yankees, BBQ in the South is less verb and more
noun. Barbecuing is not simply throwing meat on the grill and slathering it with sauce. As I, and
others, will demonstrate in the pages that follow, barbecue takes more time, patience, and
practice to perfect. So, be forewarned: if you invite me to a barbecue and you don't serve me
slowly smoked pig (or other meats), I will refer to you properly and promptly as a Yankee.
Whenever you grill your hamburgers, brats, pork chops, or steaks, do me a favor and invite me
to a cookout or simply tell me you are grilling out . . . just don't call it barbecue, or barbecuing.
Got it? Good.And, now time for another opinion, which Texans (with their affinity for beef) and
Kentuckians (with their love of neutrality and mutton) shall not take offense. True, Southern
BBQ has one, and only one common denominator: pig. So let’s dig in.Generally speaking,
historians and experts agree that domesticated pigs appeared in China around 5000 B.C.
Thousands of years later, the Romans played their part by experimenting with pig breeding,
resulting in the spread of pork production throughout the empire. While new breeds were
brought to life, the pig also faced laws and bans by predominant religions throughout the world
—many of which are still in place today.It is written that Christopher Columbus, with
encouragement from Queen Isabella, first brought pigs to Cuba in 1493. The resiliency and low
maintenance of the animal, not to mention their potential as a food source, made them a
natural fit for long journeys at sea. It was Hernando De Soto, however, who is most likely the
man who deserves the most credit for bringing pigs to America when he arrived at Tampa Bay,
Florida, in the mid-1500s.So what’s in a name? Here’s where the history and mystery comes
into play. Many historians, citing 15th century Spanish texts, trace naming rights to the term
barbacoa, which loosely describes a method of using spits to roast meats over hot coals.
Others give partial credit to the Haitians, citing the French phrase barbe à queue, another
rough translation meaning head to tail (beard to tail for the Francophiles), describing the
method of whole-animal cooking, especially practiced throughout the Carolinas. My unlikely
favorite, as referenced by barbecue expert Daniel Vaughn, stems from modern 19th century
advertisements, documented by TarHeel Magazine in 1982, using the moniker BAR-BEER-
CUE-PIG. Using just a few words, the advertisement tells folks what awaits them inside—a
miraculous combination of whiskey bar, beer parlor, pool hall—and hawker of slow-roasted pig.
Paradise, if you ask me. In any event, I’m not a historian. All I know is that good BBQ is damn
good delicious.For centuries, the pig has remained a universal fixture of the Southern
landscape and diet alike. Unlike raising domesticated cattle, hogs could be successfully raised
at reduced costs, on less than desirable grounds, and with much less attention. The method of
slow-cooking and indirect heat technique used to cook these animals allowed less desirable,



and most notably, less expensive cuts to be transformed into a tender, delicious delicacy.It’s no
surprise we Southerners have long been praised for being resourceful—not letting anything go
to waste. Some folks, Yankees especially, say we’ll eat almost anything, which is partially true.
Pork has certainly helped play its role in keeping the South alive during times of need,
including the Civil War, as preserved salted pork atop a hardtack biscuit was consumed for
many-a cheap meal when times were tough.In better times, the act of slaughtering a pig is a
time of celebration, when entire families gather to do the work of butchering, cooking, and
preserving every part of the animal. During the plantation era, the pig also broke the bounds of
social hierarchy. In a rare act of humanity, plantation owners often threw feasts, known as pig
pickin’s, for slaves. Times, rightfully so, have changed. However, the pig’s role in racial, social,
and economic status should not be dismissed. The pig, and its consumption, is devoid of
discrimination. On the whole, everybody is invited to celebrate in the feast. Ah, the power of the
pig!An unlikely player, the automobile, played a significant role in spreading and defining the
’cue establishments that we so knowingly love in modern times. Prior to such technology, most
BBQ establishments were worked by farmers, as a weekend hobby or a means to supplement
income. Cinder block shacks still adorn the Southern countryside—places where folks
constantly tended the fire and prepared their repast. Since most pits were filled with smoke and
soot, BBQ was often eaten as an on-the-go, cheap, and road-friendly meal. Going for a
“Sunday drive” took on new appeal, as folks would travel to different pits along the road to taste
and discover each pitmaster’s distinctive creations, thus spawning the never ending argument
as to whose ’cue reigned supreme.Over time, the shacks evolved into actual eating places—
encouraging folks to sit down and enjoy their food. This created a place where people of nearly
every color and class could enjoy a meal, a welcomed reversal of the Jim Crow traditions at the
time.Let us not omit politics—something every Southerner knows to never discuss at the dinner
table. Though barbecue has long served as a staple at covered-dish suppers and after-church
picnics, it also widely appears at political rallies. I like to think that talk is cheap—and so are
politicians—and, well, so is BBQ. To garner crowds, and potentially political favor, barbecue
suppers are often thrown by politicians to help savor and spread their platforms.There is no
doubt that BBQ remains a relevant and preserved icon of Southern foodways and culture.
Though establishments today might have become more fanciful, the hard-earned method,
traditions, and techniques of the past still remain a relevant form of preparation and
preservation for any notable establishment. Certainly, who makes the best BBQ is always
worthy of a good debate. I can confidently say such debates and arguments will continue to
dominate Southern conversations for the foreseeable future.Rather than argue, I say we
eat.PART 1FUEL=FLAVORFUEL=FLAVORI’VE ALREADY ESPOUSED MY OPINION ON
BBQ VS GRILLED MEAT, BUT LET’S SPEND A BIT OF TIME LEARNING ABOUT THE
DIFFERENCE AND SIMILARITY BETWEEN THE TWO. GRILLING IS LOOSELY DEFINED
AS BROILING. SINCE MOST OF US ASSOCIATE BROILING WITH OUR OVENS, THINK OF
IT IN THIS MANNER: GRILLING MEANS DIRECT HEAT FROM BELOW.Cooking Over Coals
on a GrillThe direct heat method involves placing the food over the heat source. Consider the
sizzle of steaks when placed directly over the coals or crisping up chicken wings until you get
that crunchy skin, and, of course, getting a nice sear on that juicy hamburger. That, my friends,
is direct heat grilling. For our purposes, let’s make it easy on ourselves—direct, high heat will
be referred to as grilling from henceforth.Cooking Beside Coals on a GrillTo create delicious
pork butts and other forms of BBQ, we utilize a different method of grilling by offsetting the food
from the heat source, otherwise known as cooking by indirect heat. This can be accomplished
in two ways—either vertically (placing the meat high above the heat source, often separated by



a liquid or smoke layer) or horizontally (placing the meat offset from the heat, either away from
the coals on a traditional grill or by utilizing a firebox or chamber setup on a smoker).Open
PitSo, is it possible to craft on a grill using direct heat? Well, yes, but let me explain. Many folks
in the Carolinas and western Tennessee still embrace an open pit technique. This originally
started when folks would literally dig an open pit into the ground to roast a whole hog.
Nowadays, in the restaurant environment, you will find open pits built with thick cinder block
walls and iron bars or steel grating to hold the meat. The wood is burned down to coals in
barrels typically away from the pit. The glowing coals are then shoveled into the pit and spread
underneath the meat. The meat is sometimes covered by sheet metal to retain the heat, or the
pit is otherwise left open, hence the name. The idea is that as the meat cooks, its juices slowly
fall to the glowing embers underneath, which sizzle and pop, while also perfuming the meat
with a whole new addition of smoke and flavor. Technically, this is direct heat—although most of
these open pits typically place the meat with a good bit of vertical distance from the coals,
which by definition, could also satisfy the indirect method. Now are you starting to understand
why everyone has an opinion or two on good BBQ?Opinions aside, let me tell you something:
The day you decide to dig a pit in the yard, roast a pig through the night, and have friends over
for a pig pickin’—that, my friends, is a day of celebration.Closed PitHeading west through the
BBQ Belt, you will start to find more and more closed pits. Essentially, closed pits are just that—
closed. Racks of meat are placed into the pit, while a chimney is used to vent the smoke from
the top. Fireboxes, typically in the back or on the side of the pit, are used to create smoke and
heat. Folks can access the meat through tightly closed and secured metal doors at the front of
the pit. You will find variations of this method built of brick (larger pits) or fabricated of metal like
the barrel smokers you see outside of many joints throughout the South.Gas, Charcoal, Egg,
Barrel, and Commercial SmokersHere’s the deal, and the fun part if you ask me: You can
create deliciously smoked BBQ on any budget. Besides digging a pit in the actual earth, cheap
gas and charcoal grills can also be used to accomplish the technique. Simply set the food away
from the heat source to create an indirect environment. Nowadays, komodo-style (egg)
smokers tend to rule the market for the home BBQ purist while others tend to prefer more
traditional barrel-type smokers with a fireside box setup for indirect cooking. Good BBQ is more
the result of time and proper temperature control than anything else. So if you master your heat
source, you’ll get great BBQ.Fueling the FireWhere there’s fuel, there’s fire—that’s what we are
looking for. When it comes to an actual heat source, you have endless options, with the oldest
and most common being wood. That’s right, that same wood you’ll be using to provide smoke
and flavor can also be used as your heat source. That’s the way the cavemen did it—and so
can you.That said, you don’t want to simply light dry wood and place food into the flames. You
want the wood to burn down into coals—this is usually done away from the pit—and use the
burned coals as your source of heat.If you do not want to go through that much effort, charcoal
serves as the most common fuel. I prefer lump, natural charcoal over briquettes. Honestly, don’t
use the briquettes unless you are absolutely out of other options. There’s much debate over
the chemicals used in briquettes and also their tendency to impart a metallic flavor. I skip the
debate and use lump, natural charcoal instead. Instead of using lighter fluid, I prefer to light my
lump charcoal using either a chimney or electric starter.Classic MethodLighting all the charcoal
at one time and adding it to the grill or smoker is known as the classic method. Essentially, you
want to light enough charcoal as necessary to get up to and maintain proper temperature. Over
time and for longer cooking periods, you will need to add more lit coals. The problem with this
method is severalfold. Lighting all the coals at one time means that most likely the fire will be
too hot. You will be closing off the air supply to prevent the fire from roaring out of control.



Lighting all the coals also means that you will get less burn time, which means you will be
continually opening and closing the grill (letting go of all that precious smoke, moisture, and
flavor) to refuel the fire.Minion MethodMy preferred manner when utilizing charcoal is known as
the Minion method. This method is most often utilized on kettle and komodo-style smokers.
Instead of lighting all of the coals at one time, you light just enough of the coals and place them
in contact with unlit coals. The idea, and with proper air flow, is that the lit coals will slowly burn
and light the remaining coals in a steady, uniform pattern. I like to achieve this by creating a
“reverse volcano” inside the bowl of my smoker. I stack fresh lump charcoal with the larger
pieces towards the bottom around the perimeter of the bowl, leaving a hole in the bottom of the
pile. Imagine placing a road cone inverted into the center of your smoker, filling the charcoal
around it, and pulling it out. You get a reverse volcano! From there, I light just a few larger coals
in the chimney starter and add them directly into the bottom area of the smoker. Using the
vents on the smoker, I maintain just enough airflow for the coals to slowly burn outward,
providing me with smoking times of nearly 15 to 20 hours, depending on the quality of the grill
and charcoal.The Hybrid MethodThat said, natural wood and charcoal are not your only two
options. Most folks are accustomed to using grills that support either propane or natural gas.
Guess what, that works too! Although, I will say, the purists believe it ain’t BBQ unless it’s
cooked with wood and only wood. Nowadays, many pitmasters use large gas-assist cookers
made by known manufacturers such as Southern Pride or Old Hickory. I say gas-assist as
these pits typically control the heat in the pit using gas, while the smoke flavor comes from
fireboxes that burn actual hardwood logs.An advantage of using gas as a heat source is that
you can maintain a steady, constant temperature without as many distractions. In this instance,
and depending on your grill, you simply want to offset the food from the heat source. For those
with standard backyard grills, use only one or two burners, and place the food on the unlit side,
then cover the grill, and let the time tick on.Taming TemperatureSo, now that we’ve got the pit
chosen, along with a source of fuel, it’s all about temperature. Learning how to steadily control
temperature over time is what will allow you to become your own pitmaster, of sorts. We’ve
already discussed several sources of fuel including wood, charcoal, and gas, but there’s one
more ingredient missing from the mix—oxygen.Most grills and smokers provide you with two
oxygen controls—typically an intake damper towards the heat source and an exhaust damper
at or near the top. The intake (bottom) damper truly is the make or break control, allowing
oxygen to either ignite the fire to its full potential or to extinguish the fire altogether by cutting
off the supply. The exhaust (top) damper plays an equally important role by allowing gases,
heat, and smoke to exit. If you’ve ever tried to fill up a lawnmower using one of those red gas
tanks without opening the small vent opening, you’ll notice the gas will pour, then suck, then
pour. Opening that small vent will provide an even, steady stream. That’s the same concept
with the exhaust damper. Not only does it allow things to escape, but it also provides the draft,
which pulls oxygen into and out of the smoker.Obviously, the more oxygen you allow into the
smoker, the more the fuel will combust, releasing more heat. Want to grill a steak? Open ’er up
all the way. Want to smoke that brisket for 16 hours? Give ’er just enough oxygen flow to keep
the fire alive at a steady 225-¤ .̀So, what’s the right temperature? That, my friends, is where I
make my living. Remember what I said about opinions earlier? That’s right—everybody has
one. As you will soon discover in the profiles ahead, pitmasters have their own fiercely debated
opinions on nearly every aspect of the BBQ process. Time and temperature are usually the
most hotly (no pun intended) debated.In general, and I can’t believe I’m committing myself to
this in writing, I see smoking temps vary from 200-¢Ó3#RÚF for good ’cue. Obviously, the lower the
temp, the longer the cooking time and vice versa. Some folks swear by super low temps over



extremely long periods. I’ve seen (and eaten) ribs smoked low and slow for 6 hours at 200-¤ ,̀
and I’ve also had them grilled hot and fast over direct heat at 400-¤ .̀ Both were delicious. Both
were different. Agree to disagree if you have an opinion.When Fuel is FlavorMoving on to the
smoking aspect. Where there is smoke, there is flavor.An array of woods and techniques allow
you to use smoke as the two-punch to add deliciously nuanced flavor to the meat. Finding the
balance of not too much and not enough is something that takes time and practice, and also
preference. Some folks tend to love the strong smoke flavor of hickory or mesquite while others
opt for fruit and nut woods that provide a milder smoke flavor.Meats absorb the most smoke
flavor during the first hours of cooking. Most great pitmasters will control the smoke flow to
impart its most impact during this time. Notice I said smoke flow. You never want the smoke to
stagnate; instead, you want to open the vents or damper just enough to keep a steady flow of
smoke passing through your cooking device during the smoking period. Think about your own
experience eating great BBQ. Do you remember that pink ring just inside the charred outer
crust of a slice of tender Texas brisket? If you do, then the pitmaster certainly did a job well
done.To get smoke, you need wood. A variety of fruit-, nut-, and hardwoods can be utilized to
smoke foods, the most common being hickory, mesquite, alder, oak, pecan, walnut, maple,
cherry, plum, apple, and peach. These woods can often be found in a variety of different
textures, from dust to pellets to chips to chunks. A hard and fast rule is that certain woods
produce more mild smoke flavors, while others are stronger.MILD SMOKE: alder, maple,
peach, plum, apple, cherrySTRONG SMOKE: mesquite, hickory, oak, pecan, walnutWhatever
you do, avoid any softwoods such as pine, spruce, or cedar. Keep in mind that natural, air-dried
wood is preferred. Fresh-cut (green) wood is not ideal because the sap and moisture content
can alter flavor and temperature. Avoid using any woods with mold or insect damage. And
lastly, never use processed lumber, seriously. It’s altered with chemical compounds that are not
only dangerous to burn but also can affect your health.The Five Mother SaucesAS A KID,
DADDY ALWAYS TOLD ME THAT LEARNING HOW TO BECOME GREAT AT SPORTS
MEANT THAT I HAD TO FIRST MASTER—AND ALWAYS PRACTICE—THE
FUNDAMENTALS. MUCH IS THE SAME WITH COOKING—AND WE OWE A LOT TO THE
FRENCH IN TERMS OF FUNDAMENTALS—KNIFE SKILLS, BUTCHERING, BRAISING,
BAKING, ROASTING. BUT THERE’S PROBABLY NO OTHER FUNDAMENTAL THAT
EPITOMIZES FRENCH GASTRONOMY MORE THAN CRAFTING A SAUCE. HELL, THEY
EVEN HAVE THEIR OWN NAME, “SAUCIER,” FOR THE FOLKS WHO SPECIALIZE IN
THEIR MAKING. AS SUCH, THE FRENCH DEFINED FIVE MOTHER SAUCES FOR
GASTRONOMY: TOMATO, HOLLANDAISE, BÉCHAMEL, ESPAGNOLE, AND
VELOUTÉ.Though Southern BBQ has little to do with French gastronomy, it does share a
commonality in terms of mother sauces, very loosely defined by five of its own: vinegar, sweet,
mustard, white, and black. The sauces pair well with each region’s distinctive dish—and there
are as many variations on sauces as there are opinions.I thought it prudent to garner some
expertise from a longtime buddy and sauce expert Michael McCord. Michael and I have been
friends for nearly two decades, first meeting when we were deciding upon our colleges of
choice. Fortunately, for the both of us, we decided to part ways, me attending the University of
Georgia, he choosing to cross state lines to go to Auburn University. Had we gone to the same
school, neither of us would probably be alive today.After school, Michael took his long-term
love of BBQ and put it into business—founding Firebud Brands out of his home in Atlanta. His
signature “Slap Sauce,” a mustard-based concoction, soon caught on, along with his over-the-
top, friendly personality. Today, Michael’s sauces, rubs, and charcoals are distributed
throughout the South—a true testament to entrepreneurship and creativity.So, here are the



do’s and don’ts when it comes to sauce and BBQ, along with recipes for the five mother
sauces.It’s important to note that BBQ sauce should not take away from the meat’s leading role
but should play supporting cast and give the main character more depth, more symmetry, or
(gasp!) save that overcooked morsel that went unnoticed on the grill.As Michael notes, there
are three unwritten commandments of barbecue sauce. To break any of these cardinal rules
would be akin to not holding the door open for the elderly, answering your phone in a crowded
elevator, or wearing white after Labor Day.1. NEVER under any circumstance use Liquid
Smoke to add that char-smoke flavor. Any pitmaster worth his salt knows the true meaning of
slow and low cooking, and this includes imparting the perfect amount of smoke into their meat.
Whether it be hickory, mesquite, post oak, etc., let real wood take care of this aspect during the
cooking process. This should go without saying, but you’d be surprised.2. ALWAYS serve the
sauce on the side. Let your guests determine how much (if any) sauce they wish to have
drizzled over, slathered on, or dipped into their ’cue.3. BALANCE your flavors within your BBQ
sauce. Just like wine, there should be a yin to the yang. Making a sweet red sauce? Balance
out the sweetness with a touch of vinegar. Experimenting with a true mustard sauce?
Harmonize your taste buds with a dollop of tomato paste.Walter ThompsonThe Country’s Quilt
of ’CueFrom the Lowcountry of the Atlantic to the Gulf of Mexico, and bordered by Texas and
Missouri, the BBQ Belt encompasses the following states: North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, Texas, and
Oklahoma. For the most part, pork rules in all of the preceding states, with the exception of
Texas, where beef rules; Oklahoma, also a notable beef state; and Kentucky, known for its
barbecued mutton.Sauces also vary throughout the BBQ Belt. Sauces in the coastal areas
bordering the Atlantic, most specifically North Carolina, are primarily vinegar-based. Working
your way west, mustard sauces begin to appear, largely in part due to the French and German
immigrants who first settled the area. Northeastern Kentucky produces a sauce that’s dark, or
black in hue, with the notable affinity for Worcestershire. North Alabama combines vinegar and
mayo (along with a slew of variations) to produce a chalky white-style sauce. And finally,
Tennessee and Kansas City BBQ are known for tomato-based sauces sweetened with
molasses. In terms of the rest of the geography, you can basically count on a hodgepodge of
variations from the core sauces, along with more spice, sweetness, more/less vinegar, so on
and so forth. In some places, such as Memphis, it’s dry rub. Sauce is mostly frowned
upon.Sweet BBQ SauceClose your eyes and imagine a backyard barbecue, and a plateful of
ribs and all the trimmings just landed in your lap. Chances are all of that delicious meat was
doused with a version of this sauce. Sticky, sweet, smoky . . . the ubiquitous condiment that
works well with all types of barbecue fare.• MAKES: about 3 cups• HANDS-ON: 5 minutes•
TOTAL: 15 minutes1 cup tomato paste or ketchup1 cup (8 ounces) water½ cup firmly packed
light brown sugar!S cup (about 3½ ounces) apple cider vinegar1½ tablespoons molasses1
tablespoon onion powder1 tablespoon chili powder1 tablespoon cracked black pepper½
tablespoon garlic powder2 teaspoons sea salt1 teaspoon celery saltStir together all the
ingredients in a medium saucepan, and bring to a boil over medium-high. Reduce heat to
medium-low, and simmer until slightly thickened, about 10 minutes.Vinegar BBQ SauceNorth
Carolina is a state that has the battle lines firmly drawn when it comes to barbecue, not to
mention barbecue sauces. If you were in eastern North Carolina, this sauce would be almost
translucent (void of all tomatoes) and accompany a whole hog feast. If you found yourself in
western North Carolina, your pork shoulder would arrive with a ruby red sauce that packs a
vinegar punch. We’ve combined the best of both worlds for a veritable North Carolina “finishing
sauce” that pairs well with pulled or chopped pork.• MAKES: about 1½ cups• HANDS-ON: 5



minutes• TOTAL: 1 hour, 5 minutes¾ cup (6 ounces) apple cider vinegar½ cup tomato paste or
ketchup1½ tablespoons light brown sugar1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice1 teaspoon sea salt1
teaspoon cayenne pepper½ teaspoon cracked black pepperStir together all the ingredients in a
small bowl; cover and chill 1 hour.Black BBQ SauceThis regional western Kentucky sauce was
created specifically to complement lamb or slow-smoked mutton. (Under 1 year = lamb, 1+
years = mutton, if we’re scoring at home.) Much like the Vinegar BBQ Sauce, the Black BBQ
Sauce is thin and perfectly penetrates the gamey taste of the mutton with notes of
Worcestershire and vinegar on the nose. It sounds a little funky, but one taste and you’ll
understand why this tradition keeps getting passed down. It’s a true taste of Appalachia.•
MAKES: about 3 cups• HANDS-ON: 5 minutes• TOTAL: 30 minutes2 cups (16 ounces) water½
cup firmly packed light brown sugar½ cup (4 ounces) Worcestershire sauce½ cup (4 ounces)
apple cider vinegar1 teaspoon fresh lemon juice1 teaspoon sea salt½ teaspoon garlic
powder½ teaspoon onion powder½ teaspoon white pepper½ teaspoon cracked black pepper½
teaspoon ground allspiceStir together all the ingredients in a medium saucepan; bring to a boil
over medium, and simmer 15 minutes.White BBQ SauceNorth Alabama claims this sauce,
which pairs perfectly with smoked chicken and turkey. For a spicy variation, add ½ teaspoon of
prepared horseradish (we prefer Atomic Horseradish) to complement brisket or pot roast. Don’t
shy away from substituting it in chicken/potato/shrimp salad for traditional mayo.• MAKES:
about 1 cup• HANDS-ON: 5 minutes• TOTAL: 1 hour, 5 minutes½ cup mayonnaise (such as
Duke’s)2 tablespoons water2 tablespoons apple cider vinegar1 tablespoon light brown sugar 1
teaspoon fresh lemon juice1 teaspoon cracked black pepper½ teaspoon sea salt½ teaspoon
garlic powder¼ teaspoon cayenne pepper
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s.wags, “Perfect lipstick and rouge for me!. I have been using this lipstick for about 20 years. My
primary use is cheek rouge. It stays on my cheeks most all of the day. It is rich in color yet
sheer. For mornings when I am rushed, it is also my lipstick for the day. As I age, I have
wondered if this product would creep into wrinkles around my mouth. So far, not! And I am 71
yrs old. I will continue to purchase this product as long as I am able to get it or as long as I am
able to wear it.”

Kimberly Parker, “Perfect for the chapstick addict!. I'm unfortunately very aware that i have an
addiction to chapstick. Lipstick is too drying and i worry about it smearing everywhere. I always
have to have chapstick on so my lips can glide around. This is THE ONLY "lipstick" that I've
found that gives me a beautiful color without drying my lips out. The stick looks dark, but it
goes on so smoothly to give a hint of color. I have purchased many items from Sephora and
Ulta and none of them quite measure up to this. I'm a huge fan and have multiple tubes in
various places (work, bathroom, car, etc). I love it! The ONLY thing I'd change is for it to last
longer. But i know if they change the formula it'll just be drier so i am perfectly happy with how it
is now.”

Ebook TopsAddict, “Timeless "my lips but better" look. I wore Black Honey in 1997. I wear it
now in 2017 and I'll probably wear it in another 20 years! I describe the subtle coloring of
Black Honey as "my lips, but better". Gives me just enough color to brighten my face. Never
too pink or red, just natural. The color is subtle enough that you can apply it without a mirror
without fear of looking like a clown. More like a tinted gloss than anything else. Black Honey is
a keeper!”

Mh, “Flattering for everyone. Sheer color, enhances your natural lip color. Can add coats to
make darker. Not sticky. No flavor. One of the best lipsticks I’ve ever purchased. Feels smooth
and moisturizing while wearing. No glitter, no obnoxious shine. Looks almost black in tube but
is not a dark shade.”

D. Martin, “I had forgotten how good this was.. I had a Clinique Black Honey lipstick probably
20 years ago and loved it, then for some reason I didn't repurchase it. Not sure why. When I
came across it here, I ordered it again. I had forgotten about it and how great it was. It's very
subtle and sheer, so it seems like it would work for any skin tone, from light to dark. (I'm fair,
and it's hard to buy lipstick because I tend to go pink in the cheeks very easily, so lipstick just
looks weird). One swipe almost just intensifies your natural lip color, and if you layer it the color
intensifies. Not overly matte nor overly glossy (especially with just a few layers), so looks very
natural.  Glad I rediscovered this!”

Megababy365, “Not as dark as you would expect.. This looks like it would go on REALLY dark,
but it is surprisingly light and exceptionally smooth! I'm a white girl, and this isn't too dark. I
prefer a natural look and this still totally works. I'd say it's similar to having red-wine stained
lips. It's a gloss, not a thick lipstick.This would work on light or dark skin. It is the smoothest,
creamiest lip gloss I've ever used.”



Senta A. Kosters, “Beautiful color and creamy smooth texture!. I am a 60 year old woman with
a light complexion, so when a much younger friend recommended this product to me I was a
bit concerned, especially after seeing how dark the color looked. However, her knowledge of
Clinique’s products convinced me to give this product a try and I’m soo glad I did!The Clinique
Almost lipstick is exactly that! It is similar to a lip gloss, but much better in that it is not sticky,
but instead very creamy. Like most lip glosses it does need to be reapplied more frequently
than a lipstick, but a little does seem to go a long way!And the color!! It is a translucent dark
rose, for lack of a better description, but varies due to your lip color. This is my new “go to” lip
color when I’m looking for something light to wear on my lips.”

Emily Hannak, “Lives up to the hype, seriously!. Obviously I bought this over the recent hype
this product was getting online and it being the same lipstick used by the beautiful ladies in
Lord of the Rings, and for the first time the product really does live up to the hype and is worth
the price!!! It’s definitely not a super pigmented lipstick, hence the name “almost” lipstick, but
the soft color it applies, the buildability, and the longevity is phenomenal! I got the shade Black
Honey and it’s my honest opinion that it would look wonderful on anyone and with any skin
tone. I’m not a fan of lipsticks as I think none of them suit me—this is the first one I’ve bought in
years, and it’s a staple for me now and I can’t think of going without it. Highly recommend!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A great book!. This book was even better than I expected. I bought it for
my son who has looked for rib barbecue places when in Tennessee. Not only does this book
have a lot of recipes but a great history of various areas, types of barbecue and loads of
photos. I told him I want to borrow it back so I can read it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Yum. Yum”

george lojnita, “Five Stars. Really good recipes love the pictures.”

The book by Matt R Moore has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 513 people have provided feedback.
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